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Inaugural
to have my name out there/up on top the tower how
beautiful/ the light/New York in every high place/in every
land and this is something I promise myself that down each
corridor I command-it will be just perfect/shoes never
dirty/no outdoors let in/it will be clean. The maid will come
and she will be perfectly formed and will be a Tuesday/
my god is it only already Tuesday. There is no need to
know about the war when there is so much to matriculate.
You see it is like building the perfect building – you hire,
you plan, you destroy to build, you build to lay something
down, the graves of our sons and their fathers, money in the
vault, the last sympathy given, last broken lock in the
chain. You all talk holocaust as if it was free dinner
at the legion, a fond remembrance of railroad cars, a bad
rained-out picnic in the woods of Europe. People like you
never take the devil at his word,
the old liar.

Press Conference
There is no way to get around it, the tie
is too big, it presents itself first as a warning
before he even enters the room.
He: Not large, but loud, ideas
like overstuffed furniture: Difficult
to move; easier to burn.

Inaugural Too
there will be a time when you remember bad things,
the worst things, You could not have imagined anything
worse. You will recall the way it felt, so grimy, so dirty,
unsavory is the word, as unsavory as a caterwauling dusk,
a clown with an oxygen mask, sinister, filthy propositions
on the internet, thick fingered perverts hiding behind
the bathroom door, an oily, flat sound of guns discharging
in urban neighborhoods, broken English and strange
food, lottery vendors, check-cashers, pay day loans.
Of course, it had nothing to do with you, you double parked
and left, sent postcards from home, drove out of town.
You will live your life in a different city. The best city.
Everyone you know will be there, and everyone you want
to know. I told you we would build a wall. I told you
we could keep them from ruining the Party.

Thirty-three years Late
The problem is not what happens here –
the cheap distraction of grown
men and women mumbling on the Senate floor,
hiding their faces with their fingers –
the problem is
the dark room
somewhere in
Fort Washington,
or was it
St. Everyplace,
where all the locks have changed
and everyone there
already knows why.

Inaugural Three
Wires are not only the past wires are the future wires
are a part of the future and the future belongs to those who
hear what goes on between the wires be it bearded men
huddling over radios or silent mumblings in the walls and
crawl spaces of Washington. I need to be unfettered I need
my own guard my own station my own secrets my own
soldiers without color. I need protection. the world has
gone crazy. It is the media, it is the internet. People
are spreading lies as thin as skin. People are hatching
hatchimals \and they will not hatch. They swear
in their sleep. Children are tickling Elmo. Al Gore.
The soul of earth gets under your nails. It feels
unpleasant, like it is raw,
and wounded.

He told her to wear the Kennedy Dress,
the one that made her head seem to float
on the curve of a butterfly wing—
a nearly American perfect face—
matching gloves.
He would speak to her later in the car.

Inaugural For
For me. For you. For all those times you have waited
in line, left your best shoes out in the rain, have punched
your best years into a series of ever-better clocks while
boys with new ties counted your hours, laughing over
hot coffee in appropriately furnished rooms. You are the
corrosion that never sleeps, the thing sprung up between
the cracks in the everywhere concrete. I see you, hear your
buzzsaw voices in the dream that I am living in. I bend
my delicate ear to the shuffle and sound of your shoes,
worn thin, wearied, grievous with intolerable sadness.
This world, lined with patterned gold, this is never to be
your world, this is the reason you are angry, these fixtures,
polished until the gleam hurts your soul, this unknowable
decadence, you want to own it - the obscure wines and the
tiny plates holding the flesh of unknown species. I can hold
this out. A shiny object in the middle distance. No one will
ever tell you that you can’t get there. You have to work for
it. This is a race. People will fall. You have to keep going.
Someone is bound to get stepped on. Ignore the sound of
breaking bones.
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